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Accessories

Important: Front spoiler, side
airdam and rear corner extensions need to be installed
together because of the
aerodynamic balance of the
vehicle.
In case the vehicle is equipped
with the large (Lancer
Evolution type) rear spoiler,
the front spoiler, side airdam
and rear corner extensions
need to be combined with the
rear spoiler extension and
brake air duct.

THE EXPRESSION OF EMOTION
Every angle, every line and every inch… The new Lancer Evolution breathes pure emotion. Its totally new design
embodies a rich rally history as well as a timeless future. Looking at the car carefully, you can actually feel the
focus and commitment of its developers. What you see and feel is their expression of emotion captured in one
modern masterpiece.
Mitsubishi Motors’ developers know a lot about high-performance vehicles, but they don’t pretend to know the
desired design specs of all customers in fine detail. So please take your time to think about exactly what you’ll
be doing with your new Lancer Evolution and select the accessories from this brochure that best reflect your taste,
style and needs.
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Lancer Evolution shown
with brake air duct, front
spoiler, side airdam, rear
corner extensions, rear
spoiler extension, sports
striping, carbon mirror
covers and B-pillar
decoration.

Important: Front spoiler, side
airdam and rear corner extensions need to be installed
together because of the
aerodynamic balance of the
vehicle.
In case the vehicle is equipped
with the large (Lancer
Evolution type) rear spoiler,
the front spoiler, side airdam
and rear corner extensions
need to be combined with the
rear spoiler extension and
brake air duct.

SHAPED BY THE WIND
The new Lancer Evolution has been designed to minimise aerodynamic drag and maximise aesthetic appeal. The
major evolutionary leap forward in this regard has to be the implementation of blister fenders. Norihiko Yoshimine,
the designer behind the idea, explains: “I heard people saying how the functional beauty of such extreme shapes
was really cool.” The rest is wind-tunnel history.
You can personalise the look of your Lancer Evolution with options such as sports striping, or decoration foil for
the B-pillar or tailgate. And for the real enthusiast, we have various accessories to increase downforce and the like.
Please check them out in the next pages.

Sport
styling
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Mirror covers ≥

Mirror covers ≥
Alloy brushed look.
Adhesive.
MZ314060

Carbon look.
Adhesive.
MZ314059

Rear corner extensions ≥
Reduces aerodynamic drag
(CD) by 0.3%.

≤

Available in all body colours.
Please see the quick
reference list for details.

Front spoiler
+6kgf downforce (rear -2kgf) at 100 km/h and
+19kgf downforce (rear -7kgf) at 180 km/h.
Reduces aerodynamic drag (CD) by 1.3%.

sport
styling

Available in all body colours.
Please see the quick reference list for details.

Important: Front spoiler, side
airdam and rear corner extensions need to be installed
together because of the
aerodynamic balance of the
vehicle.

^ Sports striping

In case the vehicle is equipped
with the large (Lancer
Evolution type) rear spoiler,
the front spoiler, side airdam
and rear corner extensions
need to be combined with the
rear spoiler extension and
brake air duct.

Striping over front bumper, hood, roof, tailgate and rear
spoiler (set of 5 pcs).
Pre-cutted for perfect fitting.
MME31801
MME31802
MME31804
MME31803

Titanium colour with black edge
Red colour with titanium edge
White colour with black edge
Black colour with titanium edge
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≥ Lancer Evolution shown
with brake air duct, front
spoiler, side airdam, rear
corner extensions, rear
spoiler extension, carbon
mirror covers and B-pillar
decoration.

Important: Front spoiler, side
airdam and rear corner extensions need to be installed
together because of the
aerodynamic balance of the
vehicle.
In case the vehicle is equipped
with the large (Lancer
Evolution type) rear spoiler,
the front spoiler, side airdam
and rear corner extensions
need to be combined with the
rear spoiler extension and
brake air duct.

^ Side airdam

≤ Exhaust heat shields

Reduces aerodynamic drag (CD) by 0.8%.

Stainless steel decoration
plates with Ralliart logo.
MZ575844EX (2 pcs)

Available in all body colours.
Please see the quick reference list for details.

≤ Lockable wheel nuts

sport
styling

To protect your alloy
wheels against theft.
MZ313736 (4 pcs)

B-pillar decoration ≥
Titanium carbon look with
Lancer Evolution name.
MZ314161

Tailgate garnish ≥
Titanium carbon look.
MZ314160
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≤ Lancer Evolution shown

with brake air duct, front
spoiler, side airdam, rear
corner extensions, exhaust
heat shields, rear parking
assistance, tailgate
garnish, rear spoiler
extension, B-pillar
decoration, carbon mirror
covers and sports striping.

Rear spoiler extension ^
+5kgf downforce (front -1kgf) at 100 km/h and
+16kgf downforce (front -4kgf) at 180 km/h.
Available in all body colours.
Please see the quick reference list for details.

≤ Front strut bar
Aluminium replacement
strut bar with Lancer
Evolution badge. Saves
1.7 kg of weight.
MZ568879EX

sport
STYLING

Important: Front spoiler, side
airdam and rear corner extensions need to be installed
together because of the
aerodynamic balance of the
vehicle.
In case the vehicle is equipped
with the large (Lancer
Evolution type) rear spoiler,
the front spoiler, side airdam
and rear corner extensions
need to be combined with the
rear spoiler extension and
brake air duct.

Brake air duct ^
Front suspension spoiler for enhanced
front brake cooling.
MZ555004EX

≤ Rear strut bar
Aluminium with Lancer
Evolution badge,
to increase rear body
stiffness.
MZ574598EX
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THE INSIDE STORY
The interior of the new Lancer Evolution leaves little to be
desired by drivers and passengers alike: high-quality materials
throughout, lines and surfaces on a par with the exterior and
yet form still follows function so that the whole makes perfect
driving sense. Prime ergonomics, a calm, elegantly finished
dashboard, custom-built Recaro sport seats, instruments and
controls that couldn’t be closer at hand – it’s all standard.
Some of the finer details, however, we felt you might like to
choose for yourself. Perhaps an alloy foot rest to complement
the sports pedals? Or the beautiful alloy leather shift knob and
matching handbrake lever? You can create your own personal look
and feel to taste. And what about cruising along to concert-hall
acoustics while enjoying the carefree navigation experience
supplied by the Mitsubishi Multi Communication System?

≤ Lancer Evolution interior
shown with MMCS, alloy/
leather gear shift knob
alloy foot rest cover and
heater panel decoration
in silver look.

Alloy/rubber combination.

Alloy/leather with Lancer Evolution name.

For LHD models, please ask your dealer.
MZ525044EX For TC-SST models, RHD
MZ525045EX For 5 m/t models, RHD

MZ525632EX For TC-SST models
MZ525633EX For 5 m/t models

^ Interior decoration
panels

≤

^ Gearshift knob

≤

≤

^ Foot rest cover

Silver colour.

≤

Handbrake lever
Alloy/leather with Lancer Evolution name.

INTERIOR
STYLING

MZ314069 At heater panel
cluster
MZ314065 At gearshift
console, only for m/t models
(no ill.)

MZ360195EX LHD
MZ525636EX RHD

Interior decoration ≥
panels
Carbon look.
MZ314070 At heater
panel cluster
MZ314066 At gearshift
console, only for
m/t models
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≤ Mitsubishi Multi Communication System (MMCS)
• 40 GB harddisk double wide DIN audio-/video-/navigation
system
• 7” touch screen display
• European road maps pre-installed on harddisk
• Touch screen for all functions
• Audio adjustable via factory option steering wheel buttons
• 9 GB music server with Gracenote® database
• CD-text
• MP3 & WMA compatible
• DVD video during standstill
• DVD/CD slot
• Standard equipped with TMC tuner
• Board- and trip computer information: average speed (and
graph), average fuel consumption (and graph), instant fuel
consumption, driving time, distance to empty, distance
driven after refueling, lap time, altimeter, barometer,
outside temperature (also in graphs), airco display
• Vehicle settings customizing options: keyless entry, day
time running lights, wiper blades, indicators, dome light
• Mobile phone operation (when factory Bluetooth® unit is
installed)
• Applicable to 6 speaker standard system and 9 speaker
Rockford Fosgate
• 4ch x 45W
• AUX-cable to connect portable audio equipment (optional)
MZ314147

Full map

Navigation menu

Detailed turn / map screen

Turn list / map screen

Arrow / map screen

Points of Interest
along the route

TMC message

Music server

DVD video

Trip

Environment

Mobile phone (in case factory
bluetooth kit installed)

Installation kit for MMCS
Includes new dashboard panel and CAN-adapter.
MZ360181EX
The owner manual is available in many languages.
Please ask your dealer.

Mute kit MMCS
MME31651

AUX-cable for MMCS
Incl. noise filter.
To connect your iPod, MP3 player etc.
MZ360224EX

Multi media console ≥

in-car entertainment

For mobile phone
cradles, iPod,
MP3 player etc.
Mounting at
centre tunnel.
MZ314148 LHD only
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AN UNLIKELY COMBINATION: BRUTE POWER AND EVERYDAY COMFORT

≥ Lancer Evolution interior

On the face of it, and to most, the Lancer Evolution is a rally racer. Quite right, too: it’s built
to win. But this new Lancer Evolution, possessing the power of body to push performance to the
limit speed-wise, also boasts the strength of mind to encourage you to drive cool and collected.
And Mitsubishi Motors has created some stylish and practical accessories to enhance your
comfort even further. Illuminated entry guards, for instance, for late at night, and textile mats
for a soft, plush floor finish.

shown with illuminated
entry guards, alloy foot
rest cover, alloy/leather
gearshift knob and handbrake lever, MMCS, heater
panel decoration in silver
look and textile mat set.

comfort

^ Textile mat sets

≤ Side window
deflectors

Premium class, anthracite.
With Lancer Evolution name on driver’s mat.

Front doors only.
MZ380385EX

MZ314163 LHD
MZ314164 RHD, m/t models
MZ314165 RHD, TC-SST models

^ Entry guards
Front and rear door set.
Stainless steel, with
Lancer Evolution name.
MZ360262EX

^ Entry guards “Evotec”
Front door set.
Titanium carbon
look, with Lancer
Evolution name.
MZ314162

Illuminated ≥
entry guards
Front and rear door set.
Stainless steel. Front set
consists of two plates of
which one is illuminated.
MZ527537EX
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Lancer Evolution shown
with brake air duct, front
spoiler, side airdam, rear
corner extensions and rear
spoiler extension.

SAFETY & PROTECTION AS A MATTER OF COURSE
Out on a rally track or the open road, whether home is a finish line or a place where dinner is served, the ultimate
priority is to get home: To finish first you first need to finish. So needless to say, the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution
is fitted with more standard safety and impact protection features than you can shake a stick at. Designed with other
road users in mind, as well as occupants. And they meet racing standards.
There are some though, that you may not need, or care for. Like a range of safety seats for children, rear parking
assistance for tight urban spaces, mud flaps for the great outdoors, or an alarm system for the protection of your
Lancer Evolution from jealous bandits.

SAFETY &
PROTECTION
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^ Mud flaps

Assists reversing with audible distance indication.
Primered condition, can be painted in body colour with
genuine spray cans (available at your dealer).
Set of 4 rear sensors.
MZ314195

^ Body cover

Set of front and rear mud flaps.
Rear flaps with alloy Lancer Evolution badge.
MZ531356EX

High quality body cover, incl. two straps and storage bag.
MZ541688EX For vehicles with large spoiler
MZ541689EX For vehicles without large spoiler

Child safety seat

≤

≥

For children between
3 and 12 years of age.

“Kid” (no isofix)
MZ312808A

≤ Safety kit

For children between
8 months and 4 years old.

For babies up to
15 months or 13 kgs.

Child safety seat

safety &
protection

≤ Child safety seat
≤

^ Rear parking assistance

Includes first aid kit and
warning triangle.
MZ312959

“Duo Plus” (isofix)

“Baby-Safe Plus”

First aid kit (no ill.)

MZ313045A

(isofix)
MZ313589

MZ312958

“Lord” (no isofix)

Warning triangle (no ill.)

MZ312745A (no ill.)

“Baby-Safe”

MZ312957

(no isofix)
MZ312807A (no ill.)

Anti-theft alarm ≥
system

Isofix detail ≥

Includes ultrasonic
sensors, sirene, dedicated
wiring harness, plug & play.
Operation via original
keyless entry system,
KOS (Keyless Operation
System) compatible.
MME31800

ALARM
System
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≤ Roof carrier
With integrated lock
for roof moulding
applications.
Aluminium.
MZ314098

Important: Front spoiler, side
airdam and rear corner extensions need to be installed
together because of the
aerodynamic balance of the
vehicle.
In case the vehicle is equipped
with the large (Lancer
Evolution type) rear spoiler,
the front spoiler, side airdam
and rear corner extensions
need to be combined with the
rear spoiler extension and
brake air duct.

A LIFE OF CONVENIENCE
The Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution is a wolf in sheepskin. It has undergone an evolutionary
rethink that resulted in better performance in every respect. Yet it has also matured, gained versatility in purpose and grace of handling to make it an ideal companion on leisurely trips. And
in order that you can safely transport the things you need when out and about, Mitsubishi Motors
offers a comprehensive range of roof carrier attachments. Holders for boards, bikes, baggage…
they’ll slow you down a bit, but hey, the good life is a life of convenience.

^ Lancer Evolution shown

with rear spoiler extension,
tailgate garnish, rear
parking assistance, exhaust
heat shields, rear corner
extensions, side airdam,
B-pillar decoration, brake
air duct, front spoiler, roof
carrier and ski/snowboard
carrier.

transport &
leisure
The roof carrier attachments shown are only a selection.
For more accessories and partnumbers,
please see the quick reference list.
Note: the black roof carrier shown is not
available for Lancer Evolution.
Pictures are for illustration purposes only.
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PERSONAL STYLING

Lancer Evolution ≥
• Exclusive scale model
• Scale 1:43

Mitsubishi Rally drivers have been dominating rally racing all
over the world for decades. From the many victories of the
Mitsubishi Pajero in the demanding Paris-Dakar rally, up to
the several consecutive world titles in the WRC-series of the
legendary Lancer Evolution. You can bring a tribute to those
outstanding rally racing results, by joining the many
Mitsubishi Rally-fans worldwide. The range of unique
RALLIART accessories will help you show your appreciation.

Stone Grey (A39)
MME50147
Orient Red (P26)
MME50148
Cool Silver (A31)
MME50149

≤ RALLIART pit shirt
(short sleeve)
· Sportive design
· Pocket on left side with
button closing
· 65% polyester and 35%
cotton
MME50371
MME50372
MME50373
MME50374

size
size
size
size

M
L
XL
XXL

≤ RALLIART t-shirt
(short sleeve)

^ RALLIART pit shirt (long sleeve)
· Sportive design
· Pocket on left side with button closing
· 65% polyester and 35% cotton

· RALLIART / Mitsubishi
Motor Sports t-shirt
· Sportive raglan design
· 100% cotton single jersey
MME50379
MME50380
MME50381
MME50382

size
size
size
size

MME50375
MME50376
MME50377
MME50378

M
L
XL
XXL

^ RALLIART t-shirt (long
sleeve)

· Sportive design with
logos embroidery
· One size fits all
· Velcro closure

MME50383
MME50384
MME50385
MME50386

MME504012 Red

size
size
size
size

M
L
XL
XXL

≤ RALLIART fleece jacket
· Warm and comfortable fleece
· Raglan design
· 100% polar fleece

· RALLIART / Mitsubishi
Motor Sports t-shirt
· Sportive raglan design
· 100% cotton single jersey

RALLIART / ≥
Mitsubishi Motors
competition cap

size
size
size
size

MME50367
MME50368
MME50369
MME50370

M
L
XL
XXL

size
size
size
size

M
L
XL
XXL

RALLIART pullover ≥
RALLIART cap ≥
· Sportive design
· One size fits all
· Elastic closure
MME50410 Black

· Comfortable sweatshirt
· 50% cotton and 50% polyester
MME50387 size M
MME50388 size L
MME50389 size XL
MME50390 size XXL
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Comfort 

QUICK
REFERENCE
LIST
Exterior styling 
Sports striping (5 pcs):
- titanium 
- red 
- black
- white 
Mirror covers, carbon look 
Mirror covers, alloy brushed look 
Rear corner extensions:
- Cool Silver (A31) 
- Lightning Blue (D06) 
- Phantom Black (U02) 
- Orient Red (P26) 
- Stone Grey (A39) 
- Frost White (W37) 
Front spoiler:
- Cool Silver (A31) 
- Lightning Blue (D06) 
- Phantom Black (U02) 
- Orient Red (P26) 
- Stone Grey (A39) 
- Frost White (W37)
Side airdam:
- Cool Silver (A31) 
- Lightning Blue (D06) 
- Phantom Black (U02)
- Orient Red (P26) 
- Stone Grey (A39)
- Frost White (W37) 
Lockable wheel nuts (4 pcs) 
B-pillar decoration 
Exhaust heat shields (2 pcs) 
Tailgate garnish 
Rear spoiler extension:
- Cool Silver (A31) 
- Lightning Blue (D06) 
- Phantom Black (U02)
- Orient Red (P26) 
- Stone Grey (A39) 
- Frost White (W37) 
Front strut bar 
Rear strut bar 
Brake air duct 
Interior styling 
Foot rest:
- for TC-SST and 5 m/t models, LHD
- for TC-SST models, RHD
- for 5 m/t models, RHD 
Gearshift knob:
- for TC-SST models
- for 5 m/t models 
Handbrake lever:
- LHD 
- RHD 
Interior decoration panels, silver colour:
- at heater panel cluster
- at gearshift console, only for m/t models (no ill.) 
Interior decoration panels, carbon look:
- at heater panel cluster 
- at gearshift console, only for m/t models 
In-car entertainment 
Mitsubishi Multi Communication System (MMCS) 
Installation kit for MMCS 
Mute kit MMCS
AUX-cable for MMCS 
Multi media console, LHD 
Tuner/6 CD changer (no ill.) 
Tuner/CD player (no ill.) 
Mute kit audio (no ill.) 
AUX-cable for audio (no ill.) 

Page 16-17

Textile mat set, Premium class:
- LHD 
- RHD, m/t models
- RHD, TC-SST models 
Side window deflectors, front set 
Entry guards:
- stainless steel, front & rear set 
- “Evotec”, front set 
- illuminated, front & rear set 

MZ314163
MZ314164
MZ314165
MZ380385EX
MZ360262EX
MZ314162
MZ527537EX

Safety & protection 

Page 4-11
MME31801
MME31802
MME31803
MME31804
MZ314059
MZ314060
MZ380439EX
MZ380440EX
MZ380441EX
MZ380442EX
MZ380443EX
MZ380444EX
MZ380427EX
MZ380428EX
MZ380429EX
MZ380430EX
MZ380431EX
MZ380432EX
MZ380433EX
MZ380434EX
MZ380435EX
MZ380436EX
MZ380437EX
MZ380438EX
MZ313736
MZ314161
MZ575844EX
MZ314160

Page 18-21

Rear parking assistance (unpainted), set of 4 rear sensors 
Mud flaps, front & rear 
Body cover:
- for vehicles with large spoiler 
- for vehicles without large spoiler 
Child safety seats:
- “Baby-Safe Plus” (isofix), < 15 months 
- “Baby-Safe”, < 15 months (no ill.) 
- “Duo Plus” (isofix), 8 months - 4 years 
- “Lord”, 8 months - 4 years (no ill.)
- “Kid”, 3 - 12 years 
Safety kit 
First aid kit (no ill.) 
Warning triangle (no ill.) 
Anti-theft alarm system 

MZ314195
MZ531356EX
MZ541688EX
MZ541689EX
MZ313589
MZ312807A
MZ313045A
MZ312745A
MZ312808A
MZ312959
MZ312958
MZ312957
MME31800

Transport & leisure 

Page 22-23

Roof carrier, aluminium, for roof moulding applications 
Carrier accessories:
- adapter for ski/snowboard carrier (MZ311974) 
- ski/snowboard carrier 
- kayak/surfboard carrier 
- bike carrier, aluminium
- bike carrier, black-coated steel (no ill.) 
- adapter for luggage carrier (MZ535826) 
- luggage carrier, black-coated steel, 75 x 100 cm 
- luggage carrier, aluminium, 79 x 128 cm 
- tie-down strap (1 pce, no ill.) 
- roof carrier protection set (no ill.) 

MZ314098

Touch-up paint (no ill.) 

MZ313062
MZ311974
MZ313537
MZ313538
MZ314156
MZ313061
MZ535826
MZ313529
MZ311382
MME50500
Please ask your dealer

MZ575856EX
MZ575857EX
MZ575858EX
MZ575859EX
MZ575865EX
MZ575866EX
MZ568879EX
MZ574598EX
MZ555004EX
Page 12-13
Please ask your dealer
MZ525044EX
MZ525045EX
MZ525632EX
MZ525633EX
MZ360195EX
MZ525636EX
MZ314069
MZ314065
MZ314070
MZ314066
Page 14-15
MZ314147
MZ360181EX
MME31651
MZ360224EX
MZ314148
MZ314185
MZ314186
MME31650
MZ360136EX

Important: Front spoiler, side
airdam and rear corner extension
need to be installed together
because of the aerodynamic
balance of the vehicle.
In case the vehicle is equipped
with the large Evo-type rear
spoiler, the front spoiler, side
airdam and rear corner extensions need to be combined
with the rear spoiler extension
and brake air duct.
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THE NEW lancer

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were
accurate and up-to-date at the time of going to press. The right is reserved to
change specifications, partnumbers and features without prior notice. To avoid any
misunderstandings your Mitsubishi Motors dealer will advise of any alterations
made since the date of issue of this brochure. No part of this publication may
be reproduced in any form or by any means, without the prior written permission
of Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V.. Some of the products or vehicles shown in the
brochure may differ from the models available in your market.
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